
LinkedIn 
or Left 
Out Embracing the power of Linkedin 

To get the most out of this session, login to your Linkedin account



Today’s session will start off 
with a linkedin profile 
bootcamp, and move to 
linkedin hacks and tips.

Feel free to drop questions 
in the chat, and we can 
cover them in the end!

Introduction

Andrea Huda
Director of Professional Programs
Baruch College
andrea.huda@baruch.cuny.edu



Let’s take a step back…

What do you want out of
 Linkedin?



Linkedin Profile Bootcamp

Top 10



Add Your Headshot & header photo

The most simple thing you can do to upgrade your LinkedIn 
profile is to put a face to your name and add a profile picture.

Be creative if that fits with what you do or who you are, but 
remember that this is the first impression people will get from 
your page. 
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https://www.topresume.com/career-advice/how-to-pick-perfect-linkedin-profile-photo


Creating an eye catching headline

Think of it as a small billboard advertisement for you and what 
you do. 

“Curious Director of Assessment dedicated to the continuous process improvement of teaching and 

learning”

“Enterprise software executive | Helping retailers find better performance, productivity, and 
profitability”

“ Director of Partnerships | Instructor | PMP Certified”
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Craft an interesting summary

Your LinkedIn summary gives you the opportunity to tell your 
story. Keep in mind that keywords are crucial here — use words 
that you want to be strongly connected to in your field.

Attention spans are short these days, be creative and paint a 
picture of who you really are as a professional.
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Highlight your experience

Do better than simply cutting and pasting your resume onto 
your LinkedIn profile. Use action words to show not just what you 
did, but what you accomplished in each position.

The key is to demonstrate the impact you've made, the change 
you've enacted, initiatives you've led, and the results you've 
delivered.
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Customize your URL

Your LinkedIn URL is the web address for your profile. The default 
URL will have your name and some gibberish numbers on it. Use 
that option to make your URL more concise and neat, so it’s 
easier to share with others.
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Use visual media & feature your work

LinkedIn also allows you to connect other media to your profile 
like Youtube videos, infographics — you name it. Get creative 
with relevant media and make your page jump off the screen 
and demand attention.
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Grow your connections

It seems obvious, but it can be easy to forget sometimes. You 
need to keep growing your connections as you meet people 
because of LinkedIn's system of first, second, and third-degree 
connections; having a lot of connections helps keep you visible 
to others. 
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Ask for recommendations and 
endorsements

This is a big one. Think of people that you've developed a good 
working relationship with in the past. Recommendations are key 
to making your LinkedIn profile stand out. Employers want to 
know that others have approved of your work.
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https://www.topresume.com/career-advice/maximize-linkedin-endorsements
https://www.topresume.com/career-advice/maximize-linkedin-endorsements


Keep your page active

LinkedIn is more than an online resume — it's a networking social 
media site. That means to get the most out of it, you need to 
remain active. Check out what other people are posting, engage 
them with thoughtful comments, and like, share posts that strike 
you as helpful, and join groups.
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Know your dashboard10



Let’s take a look at our own 
profiles?

Do you have the top 10?

More specifically, what does your
headline look like?
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What did we find?

How many all ten?

What about your headline?



Linkedin Hacks & Tips

Top 10



Use images and media in your posts1
Profiles and 
posts with 

media have 11 
times more 
engagement



Write and post articles2 Articles follow 
different algorithms, 

and put your 
content in front of 
different audiences



5 Minute Headline Formula Hack

“Job Title: Helping X do Y”
-differentiate yourself from the masses and avoid overused buzzwords: best, expert, top-performing

Think along the lines of….

“Career Counselor: Helping students find their dream job”

“Dean | Disrupting higher ed through innovation, technology & action”
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Use groups to gain insights3



Add Linkedin URL to signature4

Andrea Huda, MS Ed
Director of Professional Programs
Baruch College
Connect with me on LinkedIn



Tag someone not in your network5
Begin typing the 
persons name, 

and then add a 
unique identifier



Time your posts for best engagement6



Privacy Settings Before you make 
major edits to your 
profile, be sure to 

change your 
settings
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Use Recruiter Settings Use this to 
your 

advantage 
to reach 
your goals
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5 Minute Headline Formula Hack

“Job Title: Helping X do Y”

Let’s try the …



Questions?

linkedin.com/in/andreahuda

Thank you!

Andrea Huda
Director of Professional Programs
Baruch College
andrea.huda@baruch.cuny.edu

https://www.linkedin.com/in/andreahuda


Thank you to our 2020 Platinum Sponsor...

Thank You for joining CEANY’s 2020 Conference!


